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LACQUER         

A clear lacquered finish is by far the most common maintenance-free and 
durable finish for wooden surfaces.

Please refer our elaborately selected standard lacquer colors where is applicable.
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LAMINATES

LAMF 3103

LAMF 3155

LAMF 3116

LAMF 3150

LAMF 3104

LAMF 3190

LAMF 3247LAMF 3245

LAMF 3240

LAMF 3158

LAMF 3253

LAMF 3164

LAMF 3169 LAMF 3238

LAMF 3148

LAMF 3151

Laminate is a man-made product. It is stronger and that it is heat – and scratch – 
resistant, making laminate easier to care for than real wood or veneer.

Please refer our elaborately selected standard laminate colors where is applicable.
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SCRATCH PROOF          LAMINATES

Carbon White 8102 Carbon Sand 8106Carbon Anthracite 8103 Carbon Beige 8104 Carbon Gray 8105 Carbon Black 8101

A distinctive surface treatment on our scratch proof laminate’s decorative layer gives 
a silky and smooth tactile user experience. Its high resistance to micro-scratches 
and abrasion helps avoiding surface distortions and gives a lasting impression.

In the event of a light scratch, the surface can be cleaned with a soft cloth to get 
it back to its original form. It is extremely matt and near to zero gloss with intensive 
light absorbance and homogeneous color dispersion.
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WOOD              VENEER

WO-10 ASH WO-09 ASH

WO-01 ASH WO-06 ASH WO-02 ASH

WO-08 ASH

WO-03 ASH WO-04 ASH WO-05 ASH

WO-07 ASH

Because of its beauty, elegance, functionality, sturdiness, wood is an all the time 
preference as furniture material and it is easy blend with any theme and style.

Wood is a natural and heterogeneous material therefore end products will ever 
have the exact same appearance, will have its very own and unique texture.

* Actual size of the printed area is 200x133 mm.

* Size of the section view 64x60 mm.
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STONE

Bianco Carrara

Toros Black

*Stone is natural veining, so it may present diferences in their natural pattern.

Tundra Grey

Emperador Dark Galaxy Grey

Marble is a timeless and luxurious material that exuberates elegance, class and 
timelessness.

We have a variety of table and coffee table options avaliable in marble tops 
presented here.

Cut to size MDF plate is glued to the marble top, then attached to the base.

By nature, the actual marble delivered may differ from the samples provided here.

* Actual size of the printed area is 360x420 mm.

* Size of the section view 77x55 mm.




